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About us
Edizioni Eiffel is a publishing house engaged in the publication and promotion, at national and international level, of young and gifted
authors. Eiffel is active in both the fiction and non fiction segments with a growing line-up of books and authors, in paper and digital
format, the latter increasingly, having created an autonomous digital platform.
Eiffel finds its lifeblood in the passion and strength of a man, its Founder and Chief Editor Mr. Gennaro Liguori, who is committed to
disseminate culture and investigative journalism, optimizing publications costs and prices, thus providing a great springboard for
young Italian and foreign writers.
Eiffel has created a lean and specialized organizational structure which is capable of identifying writers with fine narrative skills and of
supporting them throughout the editorial development of books via a Reading Committee, composed of industry professionals.

Edizioni Eiffel distributes its books via large (Amazon, Ibs) and small distribution channels and actively participates in the promotion
of its publications by taking part in selected literary events and by organizing soirees to meet and discuss with the authors.

Melania Malomo
She graduated in Global Studies at LUISS Guido Carli University, based in Rome. She has collaborated with articles in English for the online magazine of
EPOS (International Operating and Mediating Agency). To deepen her knowledge she has attended several courses related to Islamic religion and politics
and with two researches on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, analyzed from the point of view of international law and then from the political and economic
one. He worked as Tutor for the Master in Digital Strategy and Social Media Communication at LUISS Business School. for the organization of
events. After graduating, he worked as an intern international political analyst at Ce.SI (Center for International Studies), based in Rome. improving his skills
in analysis and knowledge of different geopolitical scenarios (Asia, Middle East and North Africa, Africa) and the Defence&Security desk). At Ce.SI he has
written reports and policy analysis and supported the communications desk in the organization of meetings and conventions. He worked as a Market
Research Analyst Intern at the Italian-South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

This essay was inspired by Amer al-Sabaileh's article, "Islam and Terrorism", in which is contained an analysis of the new geopolitical
model that arose after the end of the Cold War: on one side, the liberal values of the Western world and, on the other, the Arab world
and, above all, the fundamentalist currents within Islamic societies that undermine the very foundations of Western civilization. The
explosion of violent social and political revolts in the Middle East [...] are only by-products of a wider phenomenon: colonization. With the
defeat of the Ottoman Empire and the division of its territory into various states without ethnic homogeneity, the establishment of the
Mandate [...] forced these colonies to adopt the process of Western modernization (the principles of liberalism) which was ultimately used
as a means to exploit them, relegating them to the periphery of the world economy. Having secured the support of the old conservative
elite through a system of patronage, the imperialist powers assumed the role of so-called "veto players", preventing the establishment of
democratic regimes and [...] pluralism. On the contrary, those governments that practiced forms of inclusive hegemony and controlled
pluralism were promoted. The second, more extensive part of the essay focuses on Palestine, first of all illustrating the reasons why the
classical parameters of colonization were not followed; then the different mechanisms used by the British mandated government to take
possession of this territory. Then the withdrawal and the UN "Partition Plan". At this point the Dalet Plan is illustrated, which aimed
through military operations the transformation of the Arab State in a de facto Jewish State (cf. Kimmerling).[...] Then the Israeli form of
State has been analyzed in order to classify it according to the dichotomy democracy/autocracy. By some Istraeli scholars also as
"ethnocracy" that is characterized by an ethno-class social stratification on the basis of which rights and privileges are assigned [...]. Over
the years, Israeli and Palestinian societies have developed a system of values and beliefs that inevitably leads not only to reject each
other, but also to avoid any kind of contact or discussion. At this point, the two peoples come to be so polarized that they are unable to
compromise. The opinion of the International Court of Justice on the "illicit construction of the wall", judged contrary to International Law
(14 votes for the illegitimacy and 1 against) must be inserted in this context [...] As long as the policy towards the Occupied Territories is
made more and more similar to a policy of segregation, acts of violence will continue and peoples will live close but divided, and the
culture of war will continue to develop a complex social and cultural system that takes the name of "ethos of conflict. Consequently,
reconciliation would imply not only more honest political efforts but also a radical change within the two societies, to be implemented
through the realization of an educational and cultural process able to unveil the distorted historical vision that sees necessarily Israelis
and Palestinians as historical enemies. These efforts, however, can not be separated from the recognition and implementation of the right
of self-determination of the Palestinian people, a right that has been denied for too long, on which the text provides a detailed and
documented analysis of violations and "forgetfulness, silences and omissions" of the various bodies in charge and not only that have
prevented the achievement of a fair and lasting result for both parties.
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Alessandro Fanetti

(Siena, 1988) is a scholar of geopolitics and international relations, with the areas to which he devotes most of his insights being two: former
Soviet Union (USSR) space and Latin America & the Caribbean.After graduating in International Sciences, he immediately began to
collaborate with Institutes and Associations dealing with these issues, such as the Institute for Advanced Studies in Geopolitics and Auxiliary
Sciences (IsAG), Opinio Juris - Law & Politics Review and Mondo Internazionale. Among his latest writings: Moldova: a divided country
(February 2019, IsAG), The democratic crisis: the US-Cuba confrontation and dialogue as the high road (May 2019, IsAG), Economic
Intelligence: the new eye on the world (May 2020, ComeDonChisciotte), Agenda 2030 and Covid-19: hints on the "state of the art" (May
2020, Mondo Internazionale), Belarus in the current geopolitical scenario (October 2020, Opinio Juris).
For the understanding of today's Russia, as well as yesterday's, it is necessary to focus on some additional aspects of its
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politics and identity. For example, on religion and Christianity -Orthodoxy-two sets that do not entirely collide. Putin is
perceived (fantasized, and dreamed about) as the ultimate upholder of traditional values and identity issues, in a wor ld
that seems to be increasingly wary of Enlightenment -driven universal concepts that claimed to consign to oblivion the
"collective self" linked to ethnos and religion. The nostalgics of the USSR, on the contrary, say that this man [...] as a
man already forged by the KGB could not have converted to religion with such zeal. […] This also includes the complex
relationship with Islam, a subject the author of the book discusses in great detail. This is a central theme, due to the fact

that Russia historically suffers from a paranoid fear of encirclement. There may be some truth to this, although such a
consideration would have to be paralleled and part ly tempered by other elements: for example, Russia has historically
suffered from invasions from the West, while the threats - at least those carried out manu militari - made by Russia against
the rest of Europe have been infinitely fewer, if we exclude the aggressions against Finland in 1939 -'40, Hungary in 1956
and Czechoslovakia in 1968, As tragic as these events are, only one of the three episodes mentioned here can be placed
sub specie in a war of expansion.Excerpt of the Preface by Prof.Andrea Franco – Univ. Macerata

Alessandro Cadelano
is Sardinian. He enlisted in 1997 in the Italian Navy. His professional commitments, mainly dedicated to humanitarian aid, allow
him to operate in several non-European countries. In 2010 he starts, dedicating all his writings to his firstborn Gian Marco,
prematurely died. He debuts with a Fantasy (The awakening of a king), then with a book of fairy tales (Colora la sua buona
notte); in 2015 with a novel (Grace, diary of an angel). Passionate about history, especially the Second World War, in 2017 after
an interview with a survivor of a concentration camp, shaken by his narrative, he decided to start writing this novel, with the
story of what happened inside, where the only freedom left was death.
Poland, 1996
One cold morning Frederic prepares to face the journey to Bergen-Belsen. Every year, in spite
of his age, he boards a bus bound for the extermination camp, wearing a Star of David on his
chest, as if to perform a necessary rite. The curiosity of a young passenger, convinced that he is
talking to a surviving deportee, will change Frederic's life forever. For the first time he will offer
his testimony, the story of a German soldier in the years of the Third Reich. The journey of
memory takes place along the road of Frederic's memories: the training school, the arrival in
Bergen-Belsen, the illusions and the clash with reality, the atrocities of the concentration camps,
until the day of the liberation so longed for by the young soldier, at the same time victim and
accomplice of the lies of the Nazi regime.
With emotional depth and surgical precision of feelings, Alessandro Cadelano accompanies us
in one of the most atrocious chapters of human history through a controversial perspective,
that of a young Nazi, confident in the regime and soaked in propaganda, who shocked by the
truth of the concentration camps and the violence perpetrated on prisoners, touches the
madness of Hitler's project, the Führer in whom he had believed and for whom he was willing
to give his life.
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Alessandro Lugli
was born in Rome of political science, directing his analyses to the major themes of Western politics. He is the author of the
newspaper Policlic.it, for which he writes feature articles on political, economic and social issues. He is currently completing a
Master's degree in Human Resources Management at the 24Ore Business School. But his interests also extend to the literary
arts and cinema, so much so that he recently completed an original black comedy script
Nessun osservatore obiettivo può negare che la politica occidentale stia attraversando una fase di rapido
cambiamento. Nuovi partiti, nuovi movimenti e nuove priorità si affermano sempre di più. L’Occidente è in
ebollizione. […]In questo contesto, un elemento particolarmente rilevante in Europa è rappresentato dal drammatico
declino dei tradizionali partiti di centro-sinistra. Dai Paesi Bassi alla Svezia, dalla Germania alla Finlandia, dalla Grecia
alla Francia, passando per Austria, Italia e Regno Unito, i principali partiti socialisti, socialdemocratici e laburisti adesso
godono di livelli di consenso storicamente bassi. […] In questo volume, Alessandro Lugli esplora le ragioni alla base del
declino dei partiti di centro-sinistra in quattro Paesi europei, offrendo non solo una riflessione approfondita
sull’evoluzione storica recente di questi raggruppamenti, ma anche un’analisi dei fattori fondamentali alla base
dell’attuale trasformazione della politica occidentale. Senza dubbio, nel nostro emisfero vi sono tre tendenze generali
interconnesse alla base dell’indebolimento del centro-sinistra. Come sottolineato da studiosi quali M. Goodwin e E.
Kaufman, in Occidente è in corso uno ‘spostamento di paradigma’ che ha indebolito questioni chiave come
l’economia, la ridistribuzione della ricchezza e l’occupazione, con una crescente enfasi su tematiche relative alla
cultura e ai valori. […Una questione che emerge da questo testo riguarda il futuro, nel corso del prossimo decennio,
delle formazioni politiche prese in esame dal saggio. Probabilmente, la conclusione più evidente che emerge è che la
schiera di partiti di centro-sinistra in Europa, ma ciò potrebbe essere applicata anche al di fuori del Vecchio
Continente, si sia rivelata eccessivamente conservatrice nei suoi schemi di comprensione, non riuscendo a captare i
rapidi cambiamenti politici all’interno delle proprie società tali da permettere lo sviluppo di programmi entro i quali
adattarsi. […] Ciò che è ovviamente necessario è un'analisi efficace, da parte di questi partiti, delle cause alla base di
tali difficoltà e una concomitante elaborazione di soluzioni realistiche. Il saggio contribuisce a questa analisi e Lugli,
che mira sempre all'obiettività scientifica in relazione a un argomento che spesso genera controversie e polemiche,
offre informazioni e valutazioni incisive a questi partiti (e non solo a loro) per una riflessione approfondita. Per questo,
e altri motivi, il libro merita un’attenta lettura. -------------------------------------------- Stralcio dalla prefazione del prof.
Matthew Fforde – Università LUMSA
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Marco Gagliardi
He was born in Rieti in 1990. He graduated in Political Science in 2014 and in 2017 in International Relations at the
University of Siena. Winner of the award named after G.Matteotti - XI ed. 2015 - announced by the P. C.M. with his
thesis. triennial " Matteotti, a life for politics "Constantly committed to deepening in geopolitics - Great passion for
historical studies. Member of the Direction Secretariat of the European Association of International Studies (AESI)
in Rome
History tells us how - though relegated to a minor sphere - the dense plot woven between Rome and Tripoli has
represented the truly autonomous and creative director of Italian foreign policy in different periods.The historical
and political caesura represented by 1945 seemed to break the Italian-Libyan link definitively. The peace treaty
imposed by the winners of the second conflict also included the colonial Surrender of Rights: on the one hand
the Anglo-Americans believed that Italy was no longer able to bear the colonial burden, on the other hand they
appropriated an important strategic base of the Mediterranean. In 1956 a bilateral agreement initiated postcolonial Italo-Libyan relations, opening up to the initiatives of Enrico Mattei. It was De Gasperi who encouraged
the birth of Eni and placed Mattei at its head, who professed and practiced the energy autonomy of Italy in the
new context of the liberation of the Third World. - This paradigm, behind which hid the ever-vital and capable
Italian diplomacy, was severely tested in the summer of 1970 when the new Libyan leader, Gaddafi, expelled the
Italian community. In reality, he immediately made it clear that he did not want to eliminate relations with Italy
but rather to reconstitute them on different bases. It was above all, as Foreign Minister, Aldo Moro, one of the
most patient and thoughtful protagonists of Italian politics after the Second World War, who worked out the UN
response to that traumatic decision. A survivor of the Cold War, Gaddafi experienced an unexpected and
surprising rehabilitation in the early 2000s. Having rejected international terrorism, he became a valuable
strategic partner of the West and in particular of the EU in containing Mediterranean migratory flows. The Arab
Springs were then, as is well known, the context within which some Western powers were able to settle old and
new accounts with the disruptor Gaddafi. - Marco Gregori has the merit of having proposed a punctual,
articulated and analytical reconstructionof the long course of Italo-Libyan relations, survived the profound
political changes that have occurred in the two countries and in the international scenarios. It reminds us above
all how much the attack to Libyan integrity, and to the Special Relationship between Rome and Tripoli, has
contributed to make the Mediterranean a source of instability for the whole European area, as shown by the
current situation. - Excerpt from the Preface by Prof. Paolo Soave
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Carlo Pallard
International policy analyst. Born in Turin on 30 April 1988, in 2014 he obtained a master's degree in history at the University of his
hometown. Since 2013 he has been editor of East Journal and Most magazines, and has collaborated with national newspapers such as
Limes, Vice and L'Indro.
His main areas of interest are Turkey, Eastern Europe and Central Asia. He has carried out research activities for the Luigi Foundation
Einaudi of Turin, where he was the holder of the "Manon Michels Einaudi" scholarship in the academic year 2016/2017.
He is currently PhD candidate in Social and Political Change at the University of Turin.

With this precious analysis Carlo Pallard sketches a lively and precise drawing of the
most recent history of this complex country, of its tormented path towards modernity.
A path marked by successful coups d'état and other failed coups, reformist processes
and authoritarian regressions. By secular openings and traditionalist closures of Islamic
ideology.It clarifies what has been the real role of military power in Turkey's history. A
role that has often been misunderstood and even mythologized in the West.It sheds
light on the crucial passages in the republican history of Turkey whose correct
knowledge is of fundamental importance to interpret faithfully, without distortion, even
this transitory political phase with uncertain prospects for the future of the
country.Turkey, from what appears in the media, is a country of which much is spoken
about, but of which very little is known... and just as little is written about, especially in
Italy. For this reason the reader will find in this essay a useful and faithful interpretative
key of the evolution of the complex political framework of Turkey from 1960 to today,
useful above all to understand what seems to be the descending parable of the era of
Erdoğan and his party.
Taken from the preface by Mariano Giustino
Correspondent of Radio Radical from Turkey since 2010 - Secretary General of "Turkev Europe
Now" transnational ornanization of citizens and parliamentarians committed to supporting the
dialogue of the Tuchia with the European Union.
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Linda Torresin
(Cittadella, PD, 1986) is Adjunct Professor of Russian Language and Literature at the University of Padua and Alma Mater Studiorum, University of
Bologna. She also teaches Russian Language and Passive Russian-Italian Translation at SSML IFORMED-CIELS in Bologna. She is author of
numerous articles and essays on Russian literature of the early twentieth century and on the teaching of Italian as L2/LS. For Ed. Eiffel she wrote
"Russia is madness. A journey into Russian literature at the borders of normal" (2016). Currently his research focuses on the didactics of Russian as
LS.Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

In this accurate and innovative study, Linda Torresin reviews the varied literary images
of the Bel Paese drawn from the writings of Russian intellectuals and writers. Going
through three centuries of Russian literature, from the nineteenth century to the
present day, we enter the heart of the "Italian text" elaborated by writers of the caliber
of Dostoevsky, Gor'kij and Turgenev. Brodsky, Gogol', without forgetting the
modern literary scene. The attention paid to contemporary literature opens new
perspectives in the rich tradition of studies on the literary relationship between Russia
and Italy: the myths and styles of an Italy with a mild climate, cradle of art and beauty,
home of food and cheerful life, poetic place of artistic creation, are overturned and
partly overcome by authors of our time such as Stepnova, Rubina, Šiškin. With great
skill and clarity, the author guides the reader through the background of works of
Russian literature in dialogue with the cities, landscapes and atmospheres of an edenic
homeland of choice, so different and at the same time akin to the cold and troubled
homeland. In an often contradictory game of mirrors, Italy through the eyes of
Russian writers shows how the place of artistic inspiration, dreams and life can
conceal the sign of a visceral lack and suffered exile and trigger modern tragedies with
complex psychological traits. By entering the contemporary world in an innovative
way, thanks to a careful observation of the new psychological and literary modes of
comparison between Russian writers and traditional Italian myth, Torresin highlights
the transformations of literature and its codes, confirming the centrality of Russian
Italy to open new fields of investigation.
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Deborah Stevens

is the daughter of Albert, an Italian emigrant who married Anna Bonderchuk, whose father in turn had emigrated from Eastern Europe. During her childhood she often
heard her relatives speak Italian and Russian. Raised outside of Detroit, she attended Michingan State University where she graduated in interior design. After college,
she moved to Traverse City, (Michingan) to live in a farm that mainly produced fruit. She had her second child, then she moved with her family to Minnesota. Since
she was a girl and a teen she had always been dreaming about writing a book. Putting aside her first doubts and hesitation, she published her first novel, a thriller,
which to her surprise won six awards / Pinnacle Book Achievement Award, winner, Thriller category/ Book Excellence Awards, Prize for Book Excellence
/American Fiction Awards, winner, Religious Thriller category/ Best Book Awards, finalist, General Fiction category/ Great Midwest Book Festival, honorable
mention, Fiction category/ International Book Award, Finalist, Religious Fiction Category.Now, after completing the sequel to The Serpent's Disciple, she is working
on the third book in the series. She has also other projects, including a book of essays.

What’s Fact ... What’s Fiction?
"Anyone who has been attracted by the mystery of The Da Vinci Code will be involved by this thriller
that can be read in one breath. Stevens’s plot catches the reader attention by an effective interaction
between fantasy and reality generating tension and suspense. This is a book that a reader who
appreciates good narrative and emotions must absolutely have and read.”
David P. Holmes, Author of Hell Burger, Hell’s Doorstep and Emily’s Ru
The Serpent’s Disciple is a conspiracy thriller: a creeping menace, recurrent over the centuries,
threatens to take possession of the Catholic Church with the evil intent of creating a New World Order.
Pietro Romano, Grand Master of the secret Masonic Lodge known as Propaganda Two, puts the plot
into action for killing the Pope and taking control of the most powerful governments in the world
through the Church. - A family secret and a mysterious object can save humanity from this diabolical
leader that someone identifies with the Antichrist. While visiting Pesaro, the birthplace of their father,
the lives of Anthony and Nelli Andruccioli intertwine with the Grand Master's plans. They come to
know of the deep and ancient bond of their family with Sant’Antonio and discover they have the task of
protecting and saving the Church: Nelli as the Chosen One and Anthony as her Guardian charged with
defending her from the false prophets. Together they must come step by step to the physical and mental
places through which the ancient prophecy will be put into effect.- They will have to fight fierce and
ruthless external enemies and at the same time a group of "disciples of the serpent" that lurk within the
Vatican itself. This thriller shows, in an uninterrupted series of breathless chases, an ancient struggle
fought here with modern methods and with tricks, intuitions and gimmicks of a long and intense chess
game: the stakes are the destiny of the world and the freedom of humanity.
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Stefania Serrapica
Stefania Serrapica was born in Pompeii in 1981. The daughter of an artist and a numismatist, she cultivates her passion for art since the age of
13. When she was a teenager she became a fan of horror cinema, discovering the two masters John Carpenter and George Romero, who
inspired many of her paintings. She attended the Art School and then the faculty of Sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts in Naples. In 2005
she created and directed the project Artesia, travelling art gallery. Her production includes hundreds of works, sculptures and paintings. In
2014 she became part of the Group9 of collective literature.
Gray hunting days continue to follow one another at Miles Gris. In this town
out of time, Mina and her companions free the condemned souls to wander
aimlessly due to a curse A mysterious entity lives in the caves on the edge of
Miles Gris and a terrible secret seems to decree the condemnation of the group
chosen for a hopeless struggle. Among the seven hunters insinuates the doubt
of having fallen into a trap with no way out and hunt the damned will be just a
nice memory in comparison to what awaits them: someone has maneuvered the
group in favor of his interests, has been silent for too much time, putting the
mission at risk, provided that this mission actually exists and is not only a
pretext to keep an even bigger danger at bay, a disturbing presence impossible
to eradicate. While life turns into survival, a crossroads opens a chasm on every
page: kill to live or live to die. With a writing able to touch deep emotional
strings, Stefania Serrapica sews the tight knits of an engaging story, to lead the
reader through dazzling twists to the heart of an intrigue that will keep you
breathless until the end. Mina: "the shape of a beautiful woman clashed with
the dim light of the candles, she had long black hair, and a purple dress that
covered her entire feet. When she lifted her hand, a cold trail fell against my He
seemed to drag the cold with him, as if he had not eaten and breathed that ice
and long winters, and his step resembled a funeral march, rhythmic and falling,
as if at every centimeter, towed death with him. I shuddered, but without fear ...
because in my heart I had understood that that woman was none other than the
infamous Eusebia. "
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Diego Cembrola
was born in Naples in 1973. He obtained three degrees at the Conservatory, a degree with honors in Philosophy and, in 2009, a PhD in History
and Criticism of musical heritage. It is a matter of pride to have always supported the practices of pianist, composer, arranger - also attending
non-academic musical genres such as pop and Neapolitan song - to the rigorous study of musicology, philosophy and aesthetics. Prima de The
writing of sound in the West, his monographic debut, has published articlesand essays in specialized magazines and miscellaneous volumes.

The writing of sound in the West offers an extensive overview of the evolution of
musical notation over the centuries. The progressive growth and sophistication
of the latter, from the first medieval attempts to the refined late-romantic
expressions, has always been interconnected with the cultural and technological
developments of our civilization: from the diffusion of Arabic numbers to that of
paper, from the new proto-capitalist openings. of the early modern age up to
today's computer applications, which give the writer music instruments very
powerful, sometimes coercive. The graphic transposition of the sound finally
appears in its important aspect of rns out to be always in perfect harmony with
the socio-anthropological progress that the history of the West shows: from the
Greek alphabetical notation, mirror of the Logos of the ancient philosophers, to
the medieval necessity of accurately transmitting the repertoire of liturgical
chant ad maiorem Dei gloriam. Furthermore, the transposition of sound
manifests itself starting from scientific rationalization, and arrives at the raising
from an almost servile condition to an almost sacred one of the archetypal figure
of contemporary individualism: the composer. These, through the notation now
reached its full maturity, can finally propose its musical legacies, passing them
to posterity in the form of a written work. In this way, music can finally be
understood not only as a performer's performance, but also as a composer's
monument and testament. The writing of sound in the West, therefore, aspires
to combine the rigor of musicological study with a rare interdisciplinary
openness in literature, proposing ample excursus ranging from Greek
philosophy to Italian literature, from mass media sociology to the intricate
philology of the Requiem of Mozart, arriving at the birth of the MIDI protocol and
the operation of applications to write music on the computer.
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Stefania Serrapica
was born in Pompei in 1981. The daughter of an artist and a numismatist, she cultivates her passion for art since the age of 13. When she was a teenager she
became a fan of horror cinema, discovering the two masters John Carpenter and George Romero, who inspired many of her paintings. She attended the Art
School and then the faculty of Sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts in Naples. In 2005 she created and directed the project Artesia, travelling art gallery.
Her production includes hundreds of works, sculptures and paintings. In 2014 she became part of the Group9 of collective literature.

For a moment close your eyes and imagine to have in front of you
something that no one else can see: the most terrible monster of all,
death. This is the "gift" of Mina, the protagonist of Bienvenue en Miles
Gris, first novel by the young writer and visual artist Stefania Serrapica.
Mina is a lonesome student, with no family nor friends. She tries to make
a living by selling cheap portraits on the street and trying to defend
herself from her visions by giving them shape through painting.
Everything seems to go wrong in her life, her mother in the asylum, the
nightmares she cannot get rid of, her extreme poverty, until when, one
day, an unexpected encounter totally changes her life. In a combination of
gothic and fantastic atmospheres, the author is capable of building an
anti-world whose fate, inextricably linked to ours, is in the hands of a
small community of special persons with no hope but with unmatched
abilities. This novel contains adventure, tension and suspense, and above
all, page after page it underlines and shows that the most meaningful
thing is to meet and let ourselves be discovered through that meeting

TITLE

Benvenue en Miles Gris –
Il villaggio degli occultatori

AUTHOR

Stefania Serrapica

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

216

FORMAT

Paper – I° vol. - Trilogia

CATEGORY

Noir - fantasy

PRICE

€ 15,00

ISBN

978 88 95447 34 6

Gregorio Staglianò
Born in Soverato (Calabria). He graduated in Political Science. He is interested in current affairs and international politics. Specifically, he focuses his
attention on the conflicts of the Arab countries, and their multiple repercussions on the international political equilibrium. He is author of the web site
www.ossidiseppia.eu, which he himself founded.
For Eiffel Editions he published the essay "Isis - Origins and Objectives of the Islamic State" in e-book version

The text analyzes precisely the serious problem of the "clash of civilizations"
in progress, started some time ago, and clearly shows what are the "faults"
imputable to both geopolitical groups, which are paying dearly for the errors
committed in the past that are leading - in the light of the latest
developments – to a new world order. New factors of contrast and
competition are treated in details in the book, along with the geopolitical
dynamics governing the world such as the rise of the great Asian colossus, or
the emigration that is shaking the equilibrium not only of individual states but
of whole continents, such as Europe. These and other factors underlying the
real problems of today's international politics are studied and discussed by
the author with daring and brilliant capability, giving the readers a complete
view and providing us with the right keys to reflect on our immediate future.
From an excerpt of the text: “the awareness of the need for a
comprehensive and long-term strategy for migration governance is
spreading, though, today, the idea is closer to utopia than to a concrete and
possible practice. The first obstacle to overcome, in order to prevent
migrations from being considered just a gear of increasingly conflictual and
violent globalization, is overriding legal and institutional inefficiencies that
affect this field on a global scale.”

TITLE

Il declino dell’Occidente
nell’egemonia globale e nei
rapporti di potere

AUTHOR

Gregorio Saglianò

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

140

FORMAT

Paper

CATEGORY

Geopolitics

PRICE

€ 12,00

ISBN

978 88 95447 33 9

Linda Torresin
Born in 1986 in Cittadella (Padua) Linda Torresin is Professor of Russian Linguistic Mediation at the SSML of the Universy Foundation San Pellegrino. She is Russian
and Bulgarian sworn translator at the Court of Venice, conference interpreter and freelance translator. .She graduated with honors in European American and
postcolonial Modern Languages and Literatures at the University Ca' Foscari of Venice. In 2016 she earned a PhD in Modern Languages, Cultures and Societies with a
project on Russian symbolist prose. She is the author of about forty publications, including articles in national and international journals and translations.

In this extraordinary journey in Russian literature between 19th and 20th century,
Linda Torresin reveals the peculiarities and distinguishing features of some figures
of “fool” protagonists of some of the greatest novels of modern authors: Gogol,
Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Chekhov; and these are just some of the writers who,
through the representation of “alien” personalities, often experienced as real alter
ego, offer a vision of madness that becomes an instrument of knowledge of
reality. The adventures of the characters that Torresin reconstructs with great
brilliance, giving rise to an accurate and multifaceted mosaic, outweigh the lack,
the minority, the suffering of those lives despised by many, and hint at new
possibilities and the power of genius, who through the pain triggers the work of
art.. With great clarity the author relates the analysis of texts with the biography
of the authors and the spirit of the time to which they belong. In this way she can
trace the evolution of the concept of madness and show how it slowly untints
itself from an exclusive negative character, beginning to communicate a sense of
purity in the eyes and alternative possibilities in the approach to reality: the fool is
not a derelict individual, put the margins of society, but, often, behind his
uncomfortable condition will hide the shiny man, the one who met the truth and
must pays the consequences of this revelation.
From an excerpt of the text: “Yet how can we explain such a glut of insanity and
madness? Perhaps the excesses are part of the popular character, of the
legendary << Russian soul >> or perhaps are a legacy of the time, a literary
fashion. But this is not enough. Actually Torresin intended to demonstrate how
madness is closely linked to the idea of  humanity characteristic of the authors
examined.”

TITLE

Russia è follia Un viaggio nella letteratura
russa ai confini del normale

AUTHOR

Linda Torresin

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

160

FORMAT

E-book - Paper

CATEGORY

Literary essay

PRICE

€ 5,99 (E-book) - € 14,00 (Paper)

ISBN

978 88 95447 30 8 (E-book)
978 88 95447 32 2 (Paper)

Luigi Spera
Freelance professional journalist. Since 2012 he dedicates his activity to the reportage and the storytelling of conflicts. He realizes his jobs in Afghanistan, Middle East, Bosnia,
Kosovo and Brazil. Since 2010 he pays great attention to the history, politics and social issues of Brazil. In particular he concentrates his studies on the phenomenon of favelas,
organized crime and public safety policies, especially in the city of Rio de Janeiro. In 2014, he has covered for the entire time the events related to the soccer World Fifa Brazil 2014,
creating numerous surveys and reports published for several Italian magazines and newspapers. From that experience was also born the photographic exhibition presented in many
Italian cities "Nossa copa è na rua". He published articles and reportages on Il Fatto Quotidiano, Limes, Il Giornale, Il Corriere della Sera, Reset, Huffington Post, Wired and others.

The word favela has since decades entered the common language. Used almost
always in a derogatory sense, to identify degraded areas, abandoned, hostage of
malfeasance and criminality. But how many of those who refer to favelas really
know this reality? This text is a social, historical, urbanistic and economic
reconstruction of the phenomenon of the favela, from its genesis in the late
nineteenth century to the present day. A reading enhanced by a critical analysis
of the initiatives undertaken by the Brazilian authorities through the various
historical eras. This book reports when, how and why groups of organized drug
traffickers have occupied the favelas since the late '70s. This essay is also useful
to go back in time up to the origin of the enormous lethality recorded in the Rio
favelas, through an accurate analysis of the development of public security
policies in the city and in Brazil, from the colonial period to the present day,
denouncing the strong racist footprint and ghettoization. The book details the
overall pacification plan of some carioca favelas by the Unidade de Policia
Pacificadora (UPP). The project, announced in 2008 as a revolutionary innovation
after the designation of Rio to host the Olympic Games 2016, should have been
able to give the image of full control by the State of the favelas territory. Fielded
in view of the Olympics, pacification, however, risks to implode just before the
most important event. The recent crisis of the UPP is told in Spera's book with a
reportage spirit and updated until the last minute. Valuable also the critical
reconstruction of the gentrification phenomenon that, through the pacification
process, has seen the favela become the centre of a fierce economic and real
estate speculation.

TITLE

Crimine e Favelas
Crime and Favelas

AUTHOR

Luigi Spera

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

244

FORMAT

Paper – E-book

CATEGORY

Sociological – Politics essay

PRICE

€ 15,00 (Paper) - Italian
€ 6,99 (E-book) – English

ISBN

978 88 95447 25 4 (Paper)
978 88 95447 29 2 (E-book)

Marco Zoppi
Born in Vasto (Chieti), he currently lives in Denmark and works at the Roskilde University as Assistant Professor in Histories and Dynamics
of Globalization, Communication and Development. His research interests include colonialism in Africa and the study of transnational
phenomena from a historical viewpoint. His most recent research focuses on the analysis of Somalis living in the Nordic region.

Through a path that takes us to the roots of the matter through
the dense web of connections that unite AFRICA and EUROPE, the
author proposes an analysis that tries to investigate this
relationship through a socio-cultural and lifestyle approach.
In contrast to the contemporary main stream attitude, especially
generated and feeded as a result of the events of the recent
months and tending to find an easy, simple, drastic and unilateral
solution to the "immigrant problem", the pages of this book
investigate the deep roots and the long-term historical causes,
proposing a hypothesis of futuristic reality, not only dreamed, but
feasible. This proposal takes into account all stakeholders,
highlighting the responsibility of the Old Continent towards the
current situation and avoiding to suggest the easy and agile way
out or just good recipes for leftovers of a feast that we consumed
without realizing that we were in someone else's home.

TITLE

Europa ed Africa
Anatomia di un incontro

AUTHOR

Marco Zoppi

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

92

FORMAT

Paper - E-book

CATEGORY

International history-politics essay

PRICE

€ 10,00 (Paper) - € 4,99 (E-book)

ISBN

978 88 95447 31 5 (Paper)
978 88 95447 28 5 (E-book)

Nicolò De Fanti
Born in Venice. Graduated in Contemporary History at Ca’ Foscari University in Venice.
He worked in several business sectors and now he is employed at “La Fenice” Theater in Venice. He is an expert
of the Balkan region and publicist.
Looking back over the years from the late nineteenth century
to the mid-nineties, we analyze the role played by three key
.
components: Emigration, Herzegovina and the Franciscans. In
the crucial moments of the Nation, these communities have
always approached and influenced each other, amalgamated
and shaped by the Catholic faith and the incessant work of the
Franciscan friars. In addition, the Bosnian Herzegovina will
become increasingly important and will give life to the selfproclaimed Croatian Republic of Herceg-Bosna. Contemporary
Croatia, generated by separatist forces supported by the
outside, will come to light under the auspices of the renewed
axis of Erzegovese-Franciscanism which, in Franjo Tudjman,
will reveal the ideal politician. For the duration of the war (and
afterwards) the real Croatian capital will be the Mostar, which
together with the "Mafia Erzegovese" cleared by Tudjman and
Gojko Susak at the beginning of the Nineties, will address the
historical democratic transition following the collapse of
Socialist Yugoslavia.

TITLE

Rotta su Mostar

AUTHOR

Nicolò De Fanti

PUBLISHER

Edizioni Eiffel

PAGES

200

FORMAT

E-book

CATEGORY

Political history

PRICE

€ 4,99

ISBN

978 889 544 7 23 0

Ivano Mugnaini
Ivano Mugnaini is author of novels, short stories, reviews and criticism. He collaborates with magazines and publishers. His essays and narratives
"Panorami congeniali” were published for some years in the Bompiani RCS web site. Among his publications: the short-stories collection Algebra of
Life and the novel Limbo and Hell. His tale Desaparecidos was published by Marsilio and his short novel The Dawn by Marcos Y Marcos. His literary blog
is “Dedalus” www.ivanomugnainidedalus.wordpress.com and his web site is www.ivanomugnaini.it.

It was not an invention to change his life, nor a discovery. In a
rainy afternoon in March 1498, for a game of the Fate, the great
master Leonardo da Vinci met the mirror of himself: a replica of
his image, the last chance to get rid of the masks of lie and run
away from a life consumed only in the research of truth, relishing
at last the taste of real life, love and bestiality, instinct and
madness. Mugnaini takes the most famous among the
protagonists of Renaissance culture, a multifaceted genius,
painter, sculptor, inventor of machines that would have changed
the history of mankind, and digs deep, beyond the surface of his
reputation and of his universally recognized fame. He explores the
ulterior motives, the unfulfilled longing for knowledge, secret
passions, dreams of escape, shadows and lights that only a mirror
can catch and cherish. But a mirror reflects the image and
transforms it, changing it in a confused and shattered reality.
Truth remains an ultimate mystery that resolves itself, perhaps, in
the act of not understanding.

TITLE

Lo specchio di Leonardo
The mirror of Leonardo

AUTHOR

Ivano Mugnaini

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

90

FORMAT

Paper Italian
E-book English

CATEGORY

Historical-fantasy novel

PRICE

€ 13,00 (Paper)
€ 3,99 (E-book)

ISBN

978 88 95447 247 (Paper)
978 88 95447 278 (E-book)

Paolo Farina

He was born in Caserta and until 2000 he used to write about environmental politics on several magazines. He worked as geologist in Perth (Australia),
Belgium, France and, finally, in Italy (Rome, Naples and Palermo). Back to Naples he starts to write again, but this time novels. In 2009 he writes «Del
nostro sangue» (Edizioni Palomar), the first chapter of the odd couple made by Mario Petrone, the cop, and Giovannino Cottafava, the chef.

By reading these pages, the reader finds himself shrouded in a
«thousands sides story». The region of Calabria, protagonist of this
book, is described among the pages in all its beauty. There is a
killed man, a fight among two «ndrangheta» families, and the
«Santa di Hera» whose followers are stars of the crime scene with
contacts in the national army, in the politics and in the Masonry.
There is a young police officer, kind and clumsy enough to catch
the reader, just arrived to the Police District of Crotone and his
friend, a chef. Here is a short dialogue from the book:
How did it happen?».
«What can I say “Cavaliere”….They have killed him!».
«Yes! But… How? When?».
«They found it at sunset and it was not something nice to see…»
«Understood. Don’t call me again!».

TITLE

Baciato da Hera

AUTHOR

Paolo Farina

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

160

FORMAT

Paper

CATEGORY

Thriller

PRICE

€ 12,00

ISBN

978 88 95447 26 1

Gregorio Staglianò
He was born in Soverato (CZ). He is the coordinator of a student union, "Studenti alla Terza“, at the Roma Tre University, and he
is graduating in Political Sciences and International Relations. He is interested in international politics with particular focus on the
Arab countries conflicts. He is the founder of the website www.ossidiseppia.eu, for which he writes

Humanity seems to be fallen in the clutches of an invincible
monster, Terror. Making this fear a show gives to this
«monster» supernatural powers, a Goliath that shouts at the
world about the existence of organized groups that are not
willing anymore to be subject to adverse politics games. ISIS,
in this way, becomes the symbol of a terroristic conflict, taking
distance from its ancient roots through the creation of a
military army with a clear strategy, Siege and Destruction.
The death through slaughters is their new trademark. The
«call to the army» to reach their objectives is so strong that it
reached the entire world through the web.
Which are their objectives? Is a sling going to be enough this
time or a new weapon will be needed?

TITLE

ISIS – Origini e obiettivi dello
Stato Islamico

AUTHOR

Gregorio Staglianò

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

40

FORMAT

E-book

CATEGORY

Short essay

PRICE

€ 3,99

ISBN

978 88 95447 20 9

Emanuele Mingione
He was born in Piedimone Matese (Caserta) in 1980. Psychologist-Psychotherapist, Journalist, Founder of the website
www.ioPsicologo.it, Founder of the No-Profit Association "Psiche+". Member of the Campania Psychologist Association and of
the Italian Psychology and Relational Psychotherapy Society (S.I.P.P.R.)

This is a dual text, ranging from psychology to the
chronicle of an historical event, written with words that
get straight to the heart and the mind of the reader,
aware of being in a novel that talks about an instable
reality within a country that founded its roots in the
justice and cohesion. Thanks to author mastery such
complex psychological subject becomes so clear;
the novel describes a man whose mind is so full of
monsters and rage to obscure his rationality.
For the first time, a book that opens our eyes on the
case of the Oslo executioner,
on the time bomb that set its timer on «Hate and
Madness»

TITLE

L’Odio e la Follia. Il caso di
Anders. B. Breivik

AUTHOR

Emanuele Mingione

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

256

FORMAT

Paper

CATEGORY

Psychological novel

PRICE

€ 15,00

ISBN

978 88 95447 17 9

Ten different authors, most of them young, that
reflect the variety of current Italian literary

(from the South to the North)
Changing is what scares men the most. Too much times
men try to stop it because they loves the sweet and
well-known taste of routine and they look at the present
with fear, hanging on the past with all their forces .
“Stay as usual” is the commanding for the ones who
hate changing but often we are victims of it even if we
don not want to. Changing is the theme of this
compilation: different tales, far stories, different
writings that tell about the same theme, just like a
stylistic metamorphosis of the same mind.
These short stories describe physical, situational,
historical changes but, over all, they speak about the
most important of these: the inner one.

TITLE

Metamorfosi

AUTHOR

Various authors

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

91

FORMAT

E-book

CATEGORY

Tales collection

PRICE

€ 3,50

ISBN

978 88 95447 18 6

Ramona Cannatelli
She is 26 years old and lives in Rome. She has already written three novels and other short stories.
She is now studying at DAMS in Tor Vergata. Her greatest passions are cinema, literature and drama.

Celeste. There was a time when her name reminded her
the summer skies enriched by the rainbow, but now it
just stands for the clouds that have covered them.
Because of her mother’s second lucky marriage, Celeste
finds herself thrown into a new world of parties, drinks
and fashionable clothes. She cannot find her place and
when she falls in love, she starts going far and far away
from herself. It is just digging into the bright colors of
her clothes and party lights that she will find someone
who can bring the rainbow in that light-blue sky.

TITLE

Arcobaleno sporco

AUTHOR

Ramona Cannatelli

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

210

FORMAT

E-book

CATEGORY

Novel

PRICE

€ 3,50

ISBN

978 88 95447 19 3

Caterina Saracino

She was born in Bitonto (Ba) in 1982, but she moved to Marche because of her love and work. She graduated in
Communication Sciences and now works as freelance journalist, blogger and in the advertising business.
She has already written another book: “Il giardino irraggiungibile” (2008) and some stories.

Asia, Thomas and Emma are brothers tied by a
permanent bond that makes them strong against the
misfortunes of their family. Lorenzo and Miro are
father and son sharing the passion for the same
woman, Asia. The attendance to a TV show, Art
Marathon, will be the moment for these lives to be
revealed and disturbed. It is now that the writer
decides to give the more fragile character the right to
speak: Emma. Thanks to her, everything appears by its
true light, even if the true light comes seldom if ever.

TITLE

La luce giusta cade di rado

AUTHOR

Caterina Saracino

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

208

FORMAT

Paper & E-book

CATEGORY

Psychological novel

PRICE

€ 13,00 (Paper); € 4,00 (E-book)

ISBN

978 88 95447 13 1 (Paper)
978 88 95447 14 8 (E-book)

Book trailer produced by Eiffel Communication

Antonella Appiano

She’s journalist and a specialist in Middle East culture and Islam. Passionate about the Arabic countries, she defines herself s “nomad journalist in search
of the elsewhere”. In march 2011, undercover, she enters in Damascus and follows the first steps of the Syrian crisis for the newspaper Lettera 43. From
Syria she also collaborated with Radio 24, Uno Mattina Estate and l’Espresso. She tells this experience in the book “Clandestina a Damasco, cronache di un
Paese sull’orlo della guerra civile” – RX Castelvecchi Editore, November 2011. As correspondent for the newspaper L’Indro, she spends March and April
2013 in Cairo where she provide the first proof of the July’s coup. She also worked for il Sole 24 ore and Mediaset.
Now she is the L’Indro correspondent in the Middle East.

It is a great canvas of the Ethiopian history going from the first
years of the XX century to Mussolini invasion and conquer in 1936.
But it is also a book full of feelings and passions. Pietro, the main
character, is a man that has given all his dreams and destiny to
the gold, the hurting core of his explorer’s life. For this he is ready
to destroy everything, even love. He never feels regret. He leaves
Piedmont and moves to Alaska, to America, to South Africa. He
wants to know the Ethiopia that he studied in captain Bottego’s
atlas. He wants to find the golden veins in the mythological
Ophir’s area. Surrounding Pietro, there is an unforgettable crowd
of people like Garunna or Mennen and a population full of
wisdom, proud of its ancient story. Maps and atlas enrich the
book. Traditions, chants, poetry and an accurate events and
landscape reconstruction melt with Pietro’s way and his
companions', testifying the intense and passionate chronicle of an
Africa in the grip of a vertiginous historical and cultural
transformation.

TITLE

L’Oro d’Etiopia

AUTHOR

Antonella Appiano

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

230

FORMAT

E-book

CATEGORY

Historical novel

PRICE

€ 4,99

ISBN

978 88 95447 15 5

Book trailer produced by Eiffel Communication

Cinzia Battista
She was born in Palmi (Rc) in 1973. She graduated in Political Sciences (International Politics course) and she has
been a phD student at University of Messina. She has collaborated with the Observatory of Crisis Areas at the
Department of Political, International, Communitarian, English, American studies at the University of Messina.

Two big events have awaken the heart of Europe since
the political numbness of the Cold War: the fall of the
Berlin wall with the consequent ruin of the communist
regimes in 1989 and the explosion of the Balkan
tinderbox in 1991. Cinzia Battista’s essay testifies, with
many details, such events and clarifies the doubts about
the past and also about the almost unknown
contemporary process of democratization which will
brings the Balkans into Europe.
ANALISSAOS
AWARD 2011

TITLE

I Balcani nella strategia politica
dell’occidente dalle guerre alla
democrazia 1991-2010

AUTHOR

Cinzia Battista

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

285

FORMAT

Paper

CATEGORY

International history-politics essay

PRICE

€ 15,00

ISBN

978 88 95447 06 3

Book trailer produced by Eiffel Communication

Louise Debove

Born in Calais (France) in 1991, she is a young promise. “Dopè amina” is her first novel, published in France by “Edilivre” in 2010.
Written during the first year of her university course in Medicine, “Dopamina” is a book situated at the crossroads among different genres.: noir, psychological, sentimental.
Dedicated to Amélie Nothomb, the short novel, goes deep into the mental labyrinth of a person dominated by an insane idea of love: “ Tuer permet d’aimer” (“killing
allows love”) is the perfect summary. Eiffel Edizioni, always engaged with the discover and the promotion of new talents, submits this book to the Italian readers in an
unreleased translated version.

A short and thrilling novel, the one by Louise Debove,
young French author arrived in Italy thanks to Eiffel
Edizioni. Through an ironic, cutting, aggressive and
insolent writing, she tells us about an insane relationship,
an insane love, an insane desire. Everything in this novel
speaks efficiently, probably exaggerating – but we know,
sometimes reality goes further than fantasy, and
Dopamina could be nothing but an admonition! – about
the shadows of our society, the crisis of relationships, the
desolation of new generations facing unsubstantial
lifestyles and role models.
Everything is told through a simple story written with
verve. A verve and a talent we wish to read more about.

TITLE

Dopamina

AUTHOR

Lousie Debove

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

95

FORMAT

E-Book

CATEGORY

Crime novel

PRICE

€ 3,49

ISBN

978 88 95447 11 7

Italian translation by

Daniela Giovannetti

Book trailer produced by Eiffel Communication

Lorenzo Mazzoni

He was born in Ferrara in 1974. He lived in London, Paris, Sana’a and Hurghada and, besides Europe, he has also travelled to Marocco, Egypt, Turkey, Kurdistan,
Yemen, Laos and Vietnam. Blogger for “Il Fatto Quotidiano”, he has published several books. Among them Il requiem di Valle Secca (Tracce), Ost, il banchetto degli scarafaggi
(Edizioni Melquìades), Le bestie/Kinshasa Serenade (Momentum Ediz.), Porno Bloc. Rotocalco morboso dalla Romania post-comunista (pictures by Marco Belli; Italian/Romanian
bilingual edition; Lite Editions, 2012). He is creator of Pietro Malatesta, the main character of the noir novels (Momentum Ediz.) Malatesta. Indagini di uno sbirro anarchico
(2011; Premio Liberi di Scrivere Award) e Malatesta. La Tremarella (2012).

Romans called it Arabia Felix: a land full of history and
stories, long time ago crossed by caravans filled up with
silk and by continuous political and economical turmoil.
Crossroads of cultural and commercial exchanges, Yemen
today is an extremely complicated political reality,
cornerstone of transformations that influence the whole
Arabic world. This book is a difficult travel into an open,
wide and almost never told land.
A “mysterious” land (as the author describes it) that we
can know and understand through the book.

TITLE

Al-Yaman Storia dello Yemen
Contemporaeo

AUTHOR

Lorenzo Mazzoni

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

190

FORMAT

E-Book

CATEGORY

Historical-political essay

PRICE

€ 4,49

ISBN

978 88 95447 12 4

Book trailer produced by Eiffel Communication

Jacopo Chiostri

Born in Florence, he has been journalist for more than thirty years and his signature is well known by the newspapers’
readers, either locally and nationally. Journalist for work, photograph for hobby, Jacopo Chiostri writes – as everyone at this
time – on a PC which is situated on an ancient little table: it is here that, at the beginning of the past century, his famous
great-uncle, Carlo, realized the illustrations for one of the first editions of Collodi’s “Pinocchio”.

An unreleased Florence, pale but crawling with life,
untouched in her beauty but with too much murders
happening in few days. A chief of police and his
investigation carried with the heart already broken: his
colleague has been killed. “L’ultima luna su Firenze” is a
crime novel with a lot of narrative and human turns.
From an easy and efficient writing a lot of strong
characters rise, over all those that seem more fragile,
women – a lot of them walking through this novel with
gracefulness and cruel lucidity.

TITLE

L’ultima luna su Firenze

AUTHOR

Jacopo Chiostri

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

230

FORMAT

E-book

CATEGORY

Noir

PRICE

€ 4,29

ISBN

978 88 95447 10 0

Book trailer produced by Eiffel Communication

Andrea Cacciavillani

He was born in Agnone (Is) in 1970. He has published two poetries collection (“Cuori di Cera” in 2002, presented in
theatres, and “Assolo per clarinetto – l’amore in 25 tracce” in 2010, in collaboration with Kiss Kiss Network Radio) and a
novel (“Labirinto paradiso” ) that inspired a short. In 2017 he ventured on directing(with Tonino Di Ciocco) for the
comedy film “ Oltre la linea gialla” which recorded nemerous awards ad prizes.

Ironically, and not only, the author makes us watchers of
the happenings of contemporary man that has
everything and nothing at the same time. Things that
really matter, love and …, emerge from the sand of
depression (that causes insomnia in our protagonist)
and they light up in the most spectacular way (with a
mobile phone found by chance) drawing new stars in his
nights, now that he can finally close his eyes.

TITLE

Sogni a bassa risoluzione
Low-resolutions dreams

AUTHOR

Andrea Cacciavillani

PUBLISHER

Eiffel Edizioni

PAGES

198

FORMAT

Paper Italian
E-book English

CATEGORY

Novel

PRICE

€ 12,50 (Paper)
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Caterina Saracino

She was born in Bitonto (Ba) in 1982, but she moved to Marche because of her love and work. She graduated in
Communication Sciences and now works as freelance journalist, blogger and in the advertising business.
She has already written another book: “Il giardino irraggiungibile” (2008) and some stories.

PEGASUS LITERARY
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Morgana is a young woman bearing the cross of a
family misfortune unintentionally caused by her little
brother Gabriele. The death of a girl is a mark for this
family and it brings the innocent murderer to a
mutism that Morgana cannot do anything to break.
Brother and sister enclose their lives in a cage of
silence and regret, but there is something they have
never considered that will break the “total grey” and
lead the way for the light…
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Marco Mazzanti

He was born in 1987 in Rome, where he now lives. He graduated at DAMS in Rome. He’s really eclectic, with many interests
such as literature and art history. In his free time he loves reading and painting landscapes and characters from his stories.
He has a blog where he interviews writers, editors and artists.
He is the author of other two novels: “L’uomo che dipingeva con i coltelli”; “La nave del destino – Asia”, both published in 2008

Fantasy genre took off right after the end of
realism and, since than, bookshelves have been
filled with books telling stories so far from
reality. In this landscape, it is hard to sell
something new, but Marco Mazzanti has been
able to do this by writing the story of Demetrio.
He is an extraordinary living being characterized
by an interesting beauty smelling like trees. The
search of his origins will bring him towards
terrific adventures.
MONTEFIORE
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Book trailer among the 10
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Giuseppe Branca & Fabio D’Avino
Journalists from the online weekly publication “ Settimo Potere “

This book exhorts the reader to analyze the media and
the information they give, the regularity and the
frequency that characterize the facts submitted
and re-submitted to the public.
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Maria Rosaria Ferrara

She was born in Naples and now she lives in S. Felice a Cancello (CE). She graduated in International and Diplomatic
Sciences. She had experience in editorial staffs in Italy and France as editor and translator.
This is her first and successful novel. Lately she has published another novel.

It is a story about friendship, betrayals, inner growth.
It is a novel who faces difficult topics, but with extreme
delicacy, never exaggerating. This book tells the
evolution among body and soul.
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Gennaro Liguori

He was born in Benvento and lives in Caserta. He graduated in Law ad worked in several business fields.
Among them, the financial sector where he covered managerial positions. He is media contributor.
This compilation is his first book and has been presented at Galassia Gutemberg in 2010.

In this pages full of lyrics and thoughts, the
author draws a hard and ruthless consideration
about good and bad, happy and sad moments,
light and shade of a always loved life, always
lived with passion and, at the same time, restless
purity, never losing the way of dreams, of solid
values. Never losing the measure of his steps
done with the humanity.
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Gennaro Liguori

He was born in Benvento and lives in Caserta. He graduated in Law ad worked in several business fields.
Among them, the financial sector where he covered managerial positions. He is media contributor.
After his first book that was presented at Galassia Gutemberg in 2010, this is his second publication.

Memories mark the time of existence. Each of them play
a critical role in building everyone’s current personality.
Vices, Virtues, Qualities, all resides in the past.
The novels collected in this book show thousands sides
of the same man, who day after day has collected
experiences, keeping them in his heart, not being able to
see with indifference what is happening around him;
this is not a simple critique, but a study of the human
nature that finds its roots in the hope for a future
change. A minimal writing style, with simple words
showing also the “unsaid”, is the style of this author
that has decided to dedicate his life to writing.
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